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"Carefully chosen, elegantly sequenced and excellently sung: 

one of the most attractive new Easter recordings of the year." 

Andrew McGregor, BBC Radio 3 CD Review 
 

 
 

 

"A great seasonal Easter release. It's hard to imagine these 

performances better done."  

David Mellor (Connoisseurs’ Choice) 

 
 

“[The] choristers reflect the exceptional quality of Cambridge 

collegiate choral singing, arguably finer today than 

ever…[Graham Ross] never allows naked enthusiasm to 

undermine ensemble precision and immaculate intonation, 

cultivating instead a harmonious balance between music-making 

for the head and powerful expression for the heart.”                

* * * * Andrew Stewart 

 
 

"Warm yet pure-toned emotion pours from these 27 voices, and 

a fine corps of basses grounds the whole with exemplarary 

gravitas."  

 
 

"Special mention must be made of two world premiere 

recordings of pieces by the choir's director Graham Ross, 'Ut 

tecum lugeam' and the spectacular 'Precor te, Domine'.  The 

chanting and singing, a cappella throughout, is superb and the 

acoustic standard excellent." 

* * * * * * * * * Stephen Whitehead, Cross Rhythms Direct 
 
 

"Richly moving music … affecting performances by one of 

Cambridge University's best chapel choirs. Highly recommended 

to all library collections."                                                       

Rick Anderson, CD HotList 

"You would hardly believe that the choir is still young in its 

present form…they have come on in leaps and bounds and 

sound fully professional." 

Brian Wilson, MusicWeb International 
 “I find it hard to believe that the music has ever been better sung 

than in this searing performance by the Clare choir, which I 

found very moving…This is an outstanding disc. For one thing, 

it’s a triumph of thoughtful and imaginative programme 

planning. The singing of the Clare College choir is superb from 

start to finish. The blend and tuning are immaculate, as is the 

control, and these young singers sing with finesse and 

commitment.” 

John Quinn, MusicWeb International 
 
 

“Ross draws fine performances from his young singers, who 

seem entirely at home in the wide variety of repertoire here. The 

disc focusses on Passiontide, these highly satisfying 

performances warrant playing at any time of the year” 

*****, Robert Huguill, Planet Hugill 
 


